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The Ministry of Finance was notified about the salaries to be
Abdurrahman who was appointed as the governor of the Jaff people

fort he establishment of a center in the place called Bekirbayif
Bagdad province and the staff

to be recruited in the future

in

as well as

the others as well as stationery costs and the ministry was requested
seven thousand two hundred and eighty kurush be given to the
governorship and to deduct such amount from the total budget
of
30342 kurush and upon decision of the your excellency Sultan,
the
order will be implemented.
3 moharram 2gZ (1,876)

This official letter and the letter of the prime Ministry were
incorporated abd presented to the Sultan and requested whatever
necessary be done. The letter was approved and returned;
the
command is your majesty Sultan,s discretion.
4 moharram 91 (1875)
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Number 2429
Upon notification of Mosul province as to presentation of a sword to
Osman Bey, the governor of Kel-anber district and head of the Jaff
people, and following investigation on the matter; a telegram was

written in this regard to state the said person was not a prominent
individual; however until the investigation about Mahmud of the Jaff
was concluded, he is supposed to remain at his Office and therefore
it was requested for the sword to be accepted and a license for the
sword to be issued. Finally, the official letter was presented with all
its annexes on 28 Rebirllevvel 309(1993). The command is your
majesty Sulta n's discretion.

29 rebirllahir(the fourth month of lslamic calendar) 309 (1s93)
20 November 307 (1S91)
Chief Secretary
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YEMiNL; TERcTiMAN

Yrldrz Palace

Chief Secretary

Your majesty sultan has decided to promote Mehmet Ali Bey, the
brother of Mahmud Pasha of the Jaff who was rewarded with a 4th
degree order (nigan-r mecidi)as notified to him, and to appoint him
as the district governor of a suitable place in Bagdad province. The
command is your majesty Sultan,s discretion.
1-2

moharram I8g2

L6 August 1890

Chief Secretary
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My great and wealthy Exceltency

/;
The official letter of request from the Military
command
Mahmud, son of the Jaff Mehmed pasha
, the governor of Kel
and promote his rank from the Director of
stables to Emir-ril timeralrk
and to promote the ranks of osman, the
head of cran of the Jaff and
Abdul, Aziz and Kadir Bey at his command as
degree 5 and Abbas
Agha with a 5 degree order for their
services during the events
happened between the crans of the Jaff peopre
invorving deaths in
Mosul province as well as other events
happened and the official
letter of the Ministry of Interior was incorporated
and presented" The
command is your majesty Sultan,s discretion.
9 safer 1885

28 November 1gg3
This official letter arranged as above
was review with its annexes and
found appropriate; therefore it is to be
submitted to the Sultan" The
command is your majesty Sultan,s discretion.
L0 safer 1885

29 November 83
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Ministry of Interior
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Editorial Office

Quantity 854
To Mr. Prime Minister (Sadrazam)

The decision

of the Mosul province to reward Mahmud, son of the Jaff

Mehmed Pasha , the governor of Kel'anab and Osman, the head of clan of the
Jaff and Abdul, Aziz and Kadir Bey at his command and Abbas Agha, the Chief
of
l(elabi clan for their services during the events happened between the clans
of
the Jaff people involving deaths as well as other services was incorporated with
the official letter sent by the Military command and presented.
Concerning the request of the Supreme Military Command to reward Mahmud,
Osman and Abdullah Bey for their services, the command is your majesty
Sultan's discretion.
3 safer 1885 (second month of lslamic Calendar)
1-2

November 1883
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b-r 6li (Ottoma n porte)

Department of prime Ministry
Editorial Office

Quantity 1277
To the Ministry of Interior

The official letter concerning the reward for Mahmud, son
of the Jaff

Mehmed Pasha, the governor of Ke[anab and osman, the head
of
clan of the Jaff and Abd ul, Aziz and Kadir Bey at his command
and

Abbas Agha, the chief of Kelabi clan, all of whom contributed
great deal to eliminate the events happened between

to

a

the clans. The

command is your discretion your majesty Sultan.
24 Moharram 1885
13 November 1883

The official letter is the request of the supreme Military
command
and submitted with the decision of the Council of Mosul province
to
reward Mahmud, osman and Abdullah Bey for their services
and the

command is your majesty Sultan's discretion
persons for their services. Moharram 1gg5
19 November 1883
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Military Authority- Makam-r Ser Askeri
Editorial Department
372

with the support and the

encouragement of the troops and the
encouragement and Mahmud, the district governor
of Kel'anab, son of the Jaff
Mehmet Pasha; osman, the head of the cran, and
Abduil ah, Aziz, Kadir Bey at
his command and Abbas Agha, the events
took place between the clans of the
Jaff people in Mosul were suppressed and
beneficent people of the said clan
gave L00 mares to the cavalry regiment
as an aid; in addition, this year many
more mares were given; therefore, it is kindly
requested that the rank of
Mahmud' the Director of stables be promoted
as a reward for his services and
osman and Kadir Bey be also promoted and
Abbas Agha be rewarded with a
nigan-t zigan in the letter comprising two
stanzas of telegram sent from 6th
Army and it was explained that it was found
suitable to reward the said persons
and decided to promote the rank of Mahmud
bey, the Director of stables and
to promote the ranks of osman, Abdurah and Aziz
Bey as degree 5 and to
reward Abbas Agha with a 5 degree order.
The command is your majesty
Sultan's discretion.
17 Moharram 1Bg5
6 November 18g3
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To the Ministry of Interior

It is understood from 3 stanzas of telegram received from the

6th

Army of Hum6y0n and submitted as is that a letter was written to
reward Mahmud, son of the deceased Mehmet pasha, the chief of
the Jaff people and the governor of Gelenler district; and Osman, the
notable person of the clan's division and Abdullah Bey, one of his
Sheikhs as they visited the cavalry regiment and presented 200 mares
this year and last year and now it is clear that the letter is being kept

at makam-r ali ser. At the moment, Mdhmud Bey is already the
Director of Court's Stable, who was rewarded for his services to the
cavalry regiment of the royal army and if it is possible to reward
other two persons in this regard, then whether to assign these
people as the Head Gatekeeper is at the command of the sultan

8 Muharram (the first month of lslamic calendar) 1Sg5
27 October 1883
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To the governor of Mosul

Following telegram sent by the military authorities
concerning the location where the chiefs of the Jaff people,

the situation were notified to you. However, as no response
has been received so far, no information could be submitted
to the relevant authority. considering the significance of the

matter, it is crucialthat the opinion on this matter be sent
prom ptly.

22 October 99
Hidayet??
23 October 99
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The state does not assume any responsibility concer
communication.
From Bagdad
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To the governor of Mosul

Cipher Telegram
15 October 99 (1SS3)

Sir, we have not received any information yet regarding rewards for
the Jaff people
*€ag
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The state does not assume any responsibility concerni
communication.
From Bagdad
Type

Night
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To the governor of Mosul,

200 mares were received as the gift both this and last year from the
Jaff people with the encouragement and support of Mahmud, the
district governor of Kel'anber; osman, the head of the Jaff people,
and Abdullah, Aziz and Kadir Bey at his command and Abbas Aga, the
chief of Kelabi division and proposal to reward the said persons were
submitted to the Ministry of Defense (Makam-l Seraskeriye) and in a

letter to response it was asked whether such persons already had
orders. As l<nown, these people have a great number of herds and an
influence on their people and jf the majesty,s sultan deems
appropriate, my humble proposal is to write a letter in this respect.
L1 October 99 (1233)
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